7

biggest mistakes
people make when
organising their
party or event

We’ve all been to a party or event that felt dull or had something
missing. Like the incredibly boring office party where you were
served party pies and pizzas or the product launch that had long
queues at the bar because the staff were so slow.
And we have all been to cocktail parties where there wasn’t
enough food or worse, you felt invisible to the wait staff.
Planning a party or event can be very stressful and overwhelming,
if you don’t know what you are doing. So many things can go
wrong, and for the inexperienced party planner this can be a
disaster. The best organiser’s make it look easy but planning a
party or event can be a lot more complicated than you think.
Whether your planning a corporate function or your
50th birthday bash, you want your guests to remember
the night for all the right reasons, not for the wrong ones.

Here are some of the most common mistakes people make
when organising their party or event and tips on how to
avoid themÆ
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1. Not having a party plan
You can’t get from A to B without directions to get
there. It’s the same with your party or event. Planning
is the key. You need to make a list of all that you will
need to achieve the outcome you want.

How much you are able to spend will affect
the amount of people you can invite, what food
& beverages you can serve and if you can afford
decorations or entertainment.

You will need a guest list and you will want to have
a plan for organising everything from the glassware,
to beverages through to entertainment. Think of every
little detail. Decorations, venues, the type of food you
want to serve. Will there be a theme?

The time frame you have to organise the party or event
(and a very clear idea of the type of event you want to
hold) will highlight whether planning such an event is
within your capabilities or if you will need to enlist
some help.

Use the 5 w’s to help you.
Why are you having the party or event and what do
you want to achieve?
Who will you invite?
What type or style of party or event do you want? How
long will it run for?
When will the party or event be held? Date, time of day,
season.
Where will your party or event be? In a venue or at
home? Inside or outside? By the pool or in the garden?
Also consider your budget and time frame. Everything
you organise will be dependent on this.

Key points to consider:
• Why are you having the function?
• What are the key things you want
to achieve?
• How much money do you have to spend?
• How much time do you have to plan?
• Can you do it alone or do you need help?
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2. Not getting help or thinking you can do it all by yourself
No one wants to see a stressed out host at a party
or event. It makes the guests feel uncomfortable and
uneasy. Consider your role at the event. Will people be
coming to see and spend time with you? If so, the last
thing you will want to be doing is racing around serving
drinks and preparing food. Or are you managing the
event? In which case you will want to be available to
deal with any venue queries and be tending to the
guest list rather than having a drink at the bar.
In either case, you can’t be all hands at once. For the
best result and to ensure that your guests get the
attention they deserve, hire professionals to help you
out. But ensure that you hire the right ones. Cutting
corners here is a sure fire way to ruin your event. Not
hiring competent contractors, whether it be for a dance
floor to cover your pool or bar staff to serve the drinks,
cannot only become a quality issue, but a safety one.
The last thing you need is your contractor cutting
corners because you bargained them down on price.

If you can’t get a referral from a friend or colleague for
a contractor ask them for examples of their work or to
speak to some of their previous clients.
Reconsider using friends or work colleagues to serve
drinks or food. Wait staff are trained to know how to
work the floor and ensure that each and every guest is
looked after. They also won’t be tempted to stop and
have a chat to the other guests for 15 minutes while
letting a platter of hot food go cold!
Consider the peace of mind you will have from
knowing you have the right professionals helping you.

Think carefully about the quality of the event you
are looking to present and how you want your guests
to feel.
Photos can help you remember the evening as if it was
yesterday. You don’t want to be disappointed with the
pictures of your special occasion because the quality is
low or the shots are blurry.
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Key points to consider:
• Can you get a referral for any contractors you
may need?
• Do your contractors really have the expertise
to do a quality job?
• Can you afford to compromise on quality?
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3. Not making the event memorable
Any one can invite people over and serve them drinks
and food, but is that enough to have your guests raving
about your party or event? There are many boring
events out there, don’t let yours be one of them. You
want your guests to feel special and doing this can be
easier than you think.
It doesn’t have to be something huge to make your
event memorable it can be the little touches that can
make all the difference.

Your venue can also create a wow factor. Think outside
the box for venues, choose somewhere you wouldn’t
expect to be for that kind of event or create a mystery
venue and have your guests shuttled there.
For launches and business events consider giveaways
and goody bags for your guests.
You can really let your imagination run free here, and
we haven’t even gone over the decorations! Candles,
flowers, balloons, banners, lights etc.

Many people enjoy this part of the party planning
process as it can be fun and you can let your creative
juices flow. If you are going for a low key affair, make
sure that all areas are high quality, serve beautiful
cocktails and splash out a bit more on spectacular food.
If you want to add a bit more pizazz to your event
you may want to think of a surprise act. Maybe a
contortionist inside a clear ball, that floats in your
pool, or some fire jugglers. You could hire some
glow furniture and a cocktail bar with flairtenders
dramatically making cocktails. You could transform
your back yard into a middle eastern lounge with piles
of cushions, low tables and colored glass lanterns. You
could go classic and simple and have someone playing
a grand piano on your balcony.

Key points to consider:
• What would make your guests feel special?
• What could you do that would be an element
of surprise?
• What little touches could you add to
be unique?
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4. Ensuring that you cater for all your guests needs.
In the planning stage when you are figuring out
who you want to invite to your party or event, you
will also want to think about any special requirements
they may need.

Be sure to ask your guests if they have any
dietary requirements well in advance to avoid
last minute embarrassment for yourself, the
caterer and the poor guest.

You really need to know your guests demographic
– gender, age, commonalities, occupation or shared
interests to ensure that you are creating an event that
they will thoroughly enjoy. The more you know about
them the better. Don’t assume that what you find fun is
what they will like.

If you are trying to attract a certain type of person to
attend your event, say for a product launch or seminar,
you will want to consider exactly who you invite and
how they would appreciate being invited.
Knowing your guests and their needs is an essential
element of hosting that perfect party or event for them.

It wouldn’t be appropriate to serve dainty finger food to
a house full of 21 yr old boys, or fried food at a seminar
for health professionals. Having a house music DJ
playing at a 80th birthday party might not be the best
idea. Considering your guests will help you determine
the best food, drinks and entertainment to provide.

Key points to consider:
• Who will be your guests be?
• What would they like?
• What considerations do you need to
think about?
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5. Not considering your space
There is nothing worse than going to party or event
that is so jammed packed that you struggle to mingle.
Have you ever been in a large room with a small
amount of people in it? It feels cold and empty doesn’t
it? You need to determine how many people you can
comfortably accommodate in the space that you are
planning to hold your party or event. Your choice of
venue or room may determine the amount of guests
you can invite and vice versa.

Your contractors will also be requiring certain things of
your space. Does the kitchen have the facilities required
for the type of menu you would like? Where are the
power supplies for the Dj or Band? Is there a PA system?
If easy access to a venue is important to your guests
then a place with ample parking or nearby public
transport may suit you best.

Considering the space for your event involves more
than just the size, you will also need to contemplate
room flow, layout, facilities, access & weather.
For a social event you will want your guests to be
able to flow freely, have easy access to food, beverages
and amenities. If you are having presentations or
speeches, consider the best spot that will enable all
guests a clear view.
You will need to ensure that the furniture is appropriate
for the type of event you are having and that it is placed
around the room correctly. Having small bar tables
scattered around the middle of the room for a cocktail
party is more suitable than large tables and chairs.

Weather is also a very important factor to consider. If
your planning an outdoor function you will need an
alternative plan if mother nature decides to turn the
rain on. Think about how variations in the weather can
affect your event. Maybe you will need some protection
from the sun, or could wind be an issue?
By considering the suitability of your space for your
guests, you are ensuring that they will feel comfortable
at your party or event.

Key points to consider:
• Will the space suit your type of event?
• How can you make sure your guests are
comfortable?
• How will your guests get to and from the
event?
• Is there a weather contingency plan?
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6. Not having enough food or beverages.
No host wants to be in the embarrassing situation of
running out of food or drinks. You also don’t want to
over cater, therefore over pay and end up with a huge
amount of leftovers to be thrown out either.
There are a few factors to think about when working
out how much food and beverages will be required
for your party or event. The amount of guests, the
length of your party, the type of party and the type of
food & beverages you plan to serve will determine
the amounts needed.
For example a 4 hour cocktail party will require more
food and drinks than a 2 hour cocktail party. The longer
guests stay the more they will consume. People over
time get hungry and thirsty over and over again.

Try to estimate what items will be more popular and
ensure you have more of those selections.
You want to ensure that your guests are served ample
amounts of food and that there is a good selection
of beverages for the length of their stay. Consider the
time of day as well, people generally consume less
in the earlier hours of the day. You would also serve
lighter foods and more non alcoholic beverages in the
morning compared to the evening.
A good caterer like Figmint Catering, with their vast
experience, will be able to advise you of the appropriate
quantities and styles of food and beverages for your
type of party or event.

Serving food buffet style where guests can help
themselves will require more food than a plated sit
down meal. Guests always like to try a little bit of
everything on offer at a buffet whereas a sit down meal
is set and the portions are more controlled. The same
with the beverages, a help yourself bar will require
more drinks than having drink service. Having staff to
serve the drinks will also help you monitor how much
someone is drinking and if they have had enough.

Key points to consider:
• What type/style of party/event would you like?
• How long will the event run for?
• How would you like your food to be served?
• What beverages will you serve?
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7. Leaving things to the last minute
The best way to avoid unwanted stress before your
party is to avoid leaving things to the last minute. The
best way to avoid leaving things to the last minute is to
ensure you have a great party plan - as in step 1!
Make sure you have lots of lists. Lists for Guests, Food,
Drinks, Decorations, Entertainment, everything! Keep
them all in one place, a folder on your computer or in
a workbook. Once it is all written down you can look
through the lists and see what can be done in advance
and what needs to be completed closer to the day of
the party. Make a calendar and insert set deadlines
and reminders. Make checklists so that you can tick off
when items have been completed and you can have an
up to date look at where you are at with a quick glance.
Ensure that all contractors and helpers are clear on
what is expected of them. Some contractors may need
to set up a few days before the party – ensure this is
in your calendar and check that they are on schedule.
They will also require final numbers by a certain date.
Make sure that your guests have an rsvp date in their
invitation that enables you do last minute chase ups
and get numbers on time to your contractors.

Don’t be afraid to ask for help. If there are any last
minute things that someone else could be doing
for you, just ask. Let your hubby collect the ice and
flowers or have your assistant put up any last minute
decorations.
No matter how much planning you do, there will be
inevitable running around on the day of the party or
event but by being prepared you can make it as less
stressful for yourself as possible.

Key points to consider:
• Have you got written your lists and put
schedules in your calendar?
• Are your contractors up to speed?
• Is there anyone you can enlist to help?
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Congratulations! If you can avoid
these 7 biggest mistakes you are
well on your way to hosting a
fun and unique party or event.
To speak to one of our event
specialists book in for a FREE 15
minute no-obligation party
consult. Click here to be
directed to the calender.
Or call us on 02 9337 4555.
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